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Curriculum Map
Year Three
Year Group

First
6 weeks

Progression
linked to
milestones

Second
6 weeks

Progression
linked to
milestones

Autumn

Games/Invasion
Ball handling skills

Spring

Gym
(introducing
and
developing
the 4 basic
positions)

To be able to
Plan,
follow the rules perform and
of the game and
repeat
play fairly
sequences

Games/Invasion
Ball handling skills

Develop ability
to throw and
catch a ball
with control and
accuracy.

Dance
Diwali

Plan,
perform and
repeat
sequences.

Games/Invasion
Handball

Developing the
ability to maintain
possession of a
ball with hands.
Games/Invasion
Football

Developing the
ability to maintain
possession of a
ball with feet.

Summer

Dance
The creation story

Move in a clear,
fluent and
expressive
manner.

Dance
The Creation
Story

Refine
movements into
sequences

Athletics/Striking and
fielding

GymGladiator dance

Spring over a short
distance 60m
Run over longer distances
conserving energy in
order to sustain
performance

Move in a clear,
fluent and expressive
manner

Athletics/Striking and
fielding

Gym

Developing the ability to
strike a ball and field
with control.
Use a range of throwing
techniques with accuracy

Show changes of
direction, speed and
level during a
performance
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Year Four
Half Term
First

Progressio
n linked to
milestones

Second

Progressio
n linked to
milestones

Autumn
Dance
Anglo Saxon

Games / Invasion
Netball

Spring

Summer

Athletics
Striking / Fielding

Gym

Move in a
clear, fluent
and
expressive
manner

Pass to team
mates at
appropriate time

Jump in a number
of ways using a
run up where
appropriate

Travel in a variety of
ways, including flight,
by transferring weight
to generate power in
movements.
Swing and hang from
equipment safely (using
hands)

Dance

Games / Invasion
Netball

Athletics
Striking / Fielding

Dance

Choose
appropriate
tactics to cause
problems for the
opposition

Compete with
others and aim to
improve personal
best performances

Refine
movements into
sequences
Create dances
and movements
that convey a
definite idea.

Change speed and levels
within a performance.

Net and wall
Short tennis

Gym
Show
kinaesthetic
sense in order to
improve
placement and
alignment of
body parts
(balances and
body shapes)

Net and wall
Short tennis

Dance

Lead others
and act as a
respectful
team member

Develop physical
strength and
suppleness by
practising moves
and stretching.

: There is also the option for Year 4 to complete orienteering (minimum of 2 hours)
Adventure stories: - Considering how to move through an adventure using agilities, balances and transitions (e.g. running away from a boulder roll
away from it, jump over it, balance on a post next to it...) – mystery bag of scenarios!!
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Year Five
Half Term
First

Progression
linked to
milestones

Autumn
Invasion
Games
Football
Choose
and
combine
technique
s in game
situations
(passing)

Second
Invasion
Games
Hockey
Progression
linked to
milestones

Choose
and
combine
technique
s in game
situations
(passing)

Spring

Dance
Space

Invasion games
Tag Rugby

Compose creative
and imaginative
dance sequences.
Perform
expressively and
hold a precise
and strong body
posture.

Field, defend and
attack tactically
by anticipating the
direction of play

GYM
Egyptians
(building the
pyramids)

Striking/fielding
Tri - Golf

Summer
Dance
Rivers
Vltava Smetna
Perform and
create
complex
sequences.
Express an
idea in
original and
imaginative
ways.

Dance
Street
child
street
dance

Athletics /
striking and
fielding
Uphold the
spirit of fair
play and respect
in all
competitive
situations
Combine
sprinting with
low hurdles over
60m

Outdoor Residential
Identify possible risks
and ways to manage
them, asking for and
listening carefully to
expert advice
Remain positive even
in the most
challenging
circumstances,
rallying others if
needed

Swimming

Swim between
25-50 m unaided.
Use more than
one stroke and
coordinate
breathing.

GymSymmetry
Dance – Tudor
dance

Create complex
Strike a bowled
Perform and Plan to perform
and wellball with accuracy
create
with high
executed
Throw accurately
complex
energy, slow
sequences that
and refine
sequences.
grace or other
include a full
performance by
Express an
themes and
range of
analysing technique
idea in
maintain this
movements
and body shape
original and
throughout a
including: travel,
imaginative
piece.
balance, swing,
ways.
spring, flight,
vaults
NB: Each Year 5 class will have 12 hours of swimming time in a term(extra to allotted PE times)

Swimming

Swim between
25-50 m
unaided.
Use more than
one stroke and
coordinate
breathing.
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Year 6
NB: Year 6 will also complete at least 2 hours of Line Dancing in the Summer Term.

Half Term
First

Autumn
Invasion
Tag Rugby

Spring
Gym
Sci-fi

Counter balance/tension

Athletics
Fitness and agility
skills

Summer
Invasion
Handball /
Quidditch

Bleep test / Illinois agility run

Progression
linked to
milestones

Work alone
or with
team mates
in order to
gain points

Second

Net/Wall
Sitting
Volleyball

Progression
linked to
milestones

Strike a
volleyed ball
with
accuracy

Hold shapes that are
strong, fluent and
expressive.
Include sequence of
set pieces.
Vary speed, direction,
level and rotation.
Refine gymnastic
techniques/movements
(yr5)
Dance
Trojan Horse
Dance Days
Perform complex moves
that combine strength
and stamina gained
through gymnastics
activities- such as
cartwheels or
handstands

Athletics/Str
iking and
Fielding

Net/Wall
Lacrosse
Compete with

Show control in
take off and
landings when
jumping

Choose
others and
the most keep track of
appropriat personal best
e tactics performances
, setting
for a
targets for
game
improvement.

Dance
Oceans
Perform complex
moves that
combine strength
and stamina
gained through
gymnastics
activities- such
as cartwheels or
handstands

Net/Wall
Lacrosse

Residential

Select appropriate
equipment for outdoor
and adventurous
activity
Empathise with others
and offer support
without being asked
Quickly assess
changing conditions
and adapt plans to
ensure safety first

Athletics/Striking and Fielding

Lead others when called upon and act
as a good role model within a team

